Response to reviewers
Reviewer comments: italics
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Reviewer 1
i) A few aspects of the methods need clarification.
Stage 4 of the bathymetry reconstruction suggests the model is constrained by observational data;
how do these data differ from what was used as input in Stage 1? What is left to tighten the
inversion?
The data used in stage 1 is a grid of bathymetry interpolated between the known bathymetric data
points. In contrast, only the point data is used as a bathymetric input in stage 4. After steps 1-3 the
gravity derived bathymetry should be a good match to the general shape and amplitude of the
bathymetry. However, shifts/errors due to un-modelled geology may be present which incorrectly
move the inversion away from the true values. Step 4 ensures the bathymetric model accurately
matches the constraining observations where they are available, hence giving the best possible
integrated model. Note if the gravity model was perfect there would be no residual shift at stage 4.
Revised text:
Estimation of the sub-ice shelf bathymetry from the gravity data used a four-step procedure
(for details see Supplementary material, Section 1). First, to initiate the inversion we used
interpolated grids of ice surface, sub-surface topography and bathymetry from direct
observations (Fig. 3 and 4a). The gravity effect of these surfaces was calculated and
subtracted from the compiled free-air gravity anomaly (Fig. 4b) to give an estimated
Bouguer anomaly. The second stage was to isolate the gravi ty signatures in the Bouguer
anomaly due to bathymetry not described by direct observation. A low pass (150 km) filter
isolated signatures due to crustal thickness variations. A ~50 mGal anomaly north of the
location of Halley VIa Research station (Fig. 4b) is interpreted from magnetic and gravity
data to be a large mafic intrusion 80 km long, 30 km wide and ~6km thick (Jordan and Becker
2018). The gravity anomaly from this structure significantly distorts any bathymetric
inversion. A 3D gravity model of this body was therefore constructed. Both the long
wavelength crustal anomaly and the gravity model of the mafic intrusion were subtracted
from the Bouguer anomaly. This provides a residual gravity anomaly due only to unmodelled variations in sub-ice shelf bathymetry, and un-modelled upper crustal geology. The
third stage of the inversion process converts the residual gravity anomaly to variations in
bathymetry using the Bouguer slab formula. Adding the calculated bathymetric variations
back to the initial bathymetric grid gives a preliminary gravity-derived estimate of
bathymetry. The fourth and final stage of the inversion process forces the inverted
bathymetry to match observational point data where it is available, providing the best
possible bathymetric model (Fig. 3). The final bathymetric model (Fig. 4c) retains
uncertainties due to un-modelled geological structures; however, it reveals the broad
structure of the sub-ice shelf bathymetry and subglacial topography.

Can you clarify how the ice shelf base/draft was determined? Line 106 and line 210 both suggest
radar data were used; line 166 (Methods) suggests only that shelf thickness (draft) was determined
using an assumed density profile and the freeboard height.
Are density assumptions valid, since the shelf is partly composed of (fused by) marine ice?
We have revised the text as follows:
Although airborne radar measurements of ice shelf draft were available, it was difficult to
accurately determine ice shelf draft with these methods. Instead, the i ce shelf draft along
selected flow lines was calculated based on assumptions of a floating ice column and the
density profile of the ice, to translate the freeboard into ice thickness. A common mid -point
survey (CMP) of the top 30 m constrained the mean density in the firn pack to 750 kg/m3,
and nominal ice densities of 920 kg/m3 were assumed below 50 m. These densities were
applied uniformly across the ice shelf without local corrections for incorporated icebergs.

Explain how Fig 5 shows that contact with the MIR is limited to <1.3-3 km2 (line 215).
This estimate is based on the area of deformation. We have revised the text as follows:
The DEM analysis of the MIR shows that the area of deformation caused by contact between
the base of the ice shelf and the McDonald Bank is limited to an area of less than 1.3 to 3
km2 (Fig. 5). Strain rates upstream of the MIR (Figure 8 in De Rydt et al., 2018) show the
compressive regime in the ice shelf resulting from grounding in 2015.

Fig 5 appears to show anomalies in surface elevation between different datasets (lidar flight lines vs
stereo-image DEM), particularly closer to the grounding line – can you comment on or compare the
(un)reliability of these datasets? If the ice surface heights are data-dependent, what does this mean
for draft calculations?
The LiDAR is very reliable. The largest error is an offsets due to tidal effects, which we have not
corrected for. This will be a few meters at most. The DEM was a combination of Worldview2 and
Cryosat2. We have now replaced the Cryosat 2 coverage (where the biggest discrepancy with the
LiDAR data was found), with the latest REMA topography. As can be seen from the image, the match
is much better especially near the grounding line, to the extent where you can't actually se e the
LiDAR lines very well.

Which velocity measurements or model were used to convert distance to time in Fig 6? Could simply
be stated in the figure caption.
This is now stated in the Figure caption as suggested.

ii) Former grounded ice reconstruction
It would be useful to see the seismic profile across the McDonald Bank (line 61, line 225 – is it
possible/permitted to reproduce this figure?) and also where, specifically, it crosses the bank (e.g. to
inform your comment on line 228-229). What direction do these bedded glacial sediments dip in?
What grounded ice geometry would be consistent with the seismic structure – your interpreted
grounded ice flow trajectory (Fig 4) would suggest the bank was lateral to ice flow reaching the

continental shelf edge, but is now perpendicular to flow from the shelf (switch from lateral to ice
frontal position).
I wonder whether there are sufficient seismic data (coverage or resolution?) to detect this switch, or
to evaluate your reconstruction? Are there any structures related to the re-grounding of the Brunt Ice
Shelf on this bank? Can different generations of sedimentation be detected?
The seismic data were acquired by the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition in 1976/77 and
1978/79. The original data are no longer available, but instead are presented as crude line drawings
based on sparker data. To better incorporate this data we revise the text as follows:
At these times, glacial depositional processes operating between the ice streams occupying
Filchner Trough and the Brunt Basin likely formed the layered glacial sediments of the
McDonald bank interpreted from seismic surveys (Elverhøi and Maisey, 1983). Although
seismic lines at different orientations are required to fully characterise the internal
architecture and processes forming this deposit, the line drawings based on sparker data
presented by Elverhøi and Maisey (1983, Profile 5, page 486) suggest the layered glacial
sediments dip westwards into the Weddell Sea. At least two of these layers (Units 1 and 2)
were interpreted as being of ‘glacial origin’, but whether they are ‘glaciomarine sediments,
till and/or glacially compacted glaciomarine sediments, cannot be determined’. These layers
have subsequently been truncated along the steep eastern slopes of the McDonald Bank,
presumably by erosive ice advances along the south-to-north oriented trough under the BIS.
The relatively flat top of the McDonald Bank may the product of glacial planation processes
by ice shelves during, and either side of peak glacial conditions.

Line 185-90: I suggest removing the references to grounding line positions from the series of brackets
here, and making your interpretations separately. i.e. report in these few sentences where the
topographic highs are, and then finish the paragraph stating that you interpret these high points as
likely pinning points, perhaps both for grounded ice retreating from its maximum extent (grounding
line positions) and stabilisation points for subsequently floating ice. On first reading it seemed as if
you were calling on independent evidence of grounding line positions that you now match up with
your new bathymetry, but I don’t think that’s the case.
We have followed this suggestion and rewritten this section as follows:
A number of topographic highs occur in the Brunt Basin. Two of these are high enough to
make contact with the base of the SWGT at the Lyddan Ice Rise, and the base of the BIS at
the McDonald Bank. Other topographic highs are present in the NNW oriented part of the
Brunt Basin under the SWGT including a series of at least three transverse ridges on the
flanks of the trough (marked as inferred grounding lines 1-3 in Fig. 4c). Our gravity-derived
topography predicts these ridges are in contact with the base of the SWGT, which is not
indicated by ice velocity or satellite imagery. Instead, we suggest that these ridges fall just
short of the base of the ice. Two similar transverse ridges at the present day grounding line
in the East-West oriented part of the trough beneath the SWGT (marked as inferred
grounding line 4 in Fig. 4c). We interpret these topographic highs as likely pinning points,
perhaps both for grounded ice retreating from its maximum extent (grounding line
positions) and stabilisation points for subsequently floating ice.

Section 4.1: since the only evidence of glacial advance/retreat that could be considered diagnostic in
this new dataset are the convergent troughs, the tone of this section is somewhat over-confident and
some of the assertions cannot (yet) be supported. These assertions may well be likely but specific

landform or sedimentological evidence is still absent, so I would rephrase the language more towards
presenting likely hypotheses than definitive conclusions.
We have changed the first sentence to state:
The bathymetry and subglacial topography provide sufficient evidence to propose a range of
past ice configurations in the study area.
Elsewhere we have used more careful wording – separating inferences from evidence of past ice
configurations. Please see the extensive tracked changes in the revised text.

iii) Discussion – does not evaluate the future development of the Brunt Ice Shelf, as the article
introduction states as its aim (line 94), only outlines four possibilities. A paragra ph or so of synthesis
seems to be lacking here, and I think there is some room for evaluation without going too far out on
a limb. Whichever of the four scenarios will develop depends, at least in part, on feedbacks between
ice shelf grounding on a distal pinning point, the ice shelf flow regime, the production of ice shelf
(berg) keels, the draft and the packing of those keels (inherited from the shelf -sheet grounding line?)
Such feedbacks are alluded to through the manuscript, but are not drawn together to inform some of
the possibilities that the Discussion scenarios raise.
To address this suggestion we have added the following paragraph:
Although the outcome of the calving of the ice shelf is not yet known, these four scenarios
all show the importance of understanding the geometry the ice shelf and the bed. Which of
the four scenarios will develop depends, at least in part, on whether the ice shelf is able to
remain in contact with one of the topographic highs on the McDonald Bank. Whilst the
depth of the topographic highs is fixed, the contact between the ice shelf and the bed
depends on a number of variables. These include the short-term development of the ice
shelf flow regime following calving, and its impact on ice shelf draft (e.g. lateral spreading)
and structural integrity (e.g. development of further rifts resulting from changes in the strain
rate). They also include the long-term influences of processes at the grounding line, such as
the thickness and velocity of ice flowing across the Brunt Icefalls which determine the
spacing and depth of the iceberg keels.

Line 325-9: the SWG is fed by a much larger (and faster flowing?) supply basin, so presumably
sustains a significant ice tongue partly due to high input, even though it’s unbuttressed. Does the
very different supply catchment for the BIS not make this a poor analogue?
The velocity data added to Fig. 5 suggest rather similar flow rates for the BIS and SWGT

How limited do you think your conclusions or interpretations of future ice shelf development are by
the specific three flowlines you have chosen to analyse shelf draft? This is the broad flowline reaching
the shallowest part of the McDonald Bank; is it also the deepest draft zone of the shelf? Could keels
along other flowlines eventually reground on other topo highs on the McDonald Bank?
Yes – we have now included this in scenario 3.

Figures, annotation & captions

Figure 1. I wonder about the choice of satellite imagery – these show the geography clearly, but don’t
visualise the structures as well as, for example, Fig 1 in King et al 2018.
This is more recent satellite imagery than King et al 2018. We have used blue shading to highlight the
key structures (Chasms 1 and 2 and Halloween Crack).

Figure 3: several missing features either in annotation or caption - I don’t see any shading
corresponding to swath bathymetry or other sonar data (pale blue shading, in the caption).
- the white lines – calving line and grounding line (should be stated in caption) – from which source
and year?
- what are the grey blobs offshore? Iceberg outlines? From what source/year, and are they really
needed (could mask out)?
- could you separate the seismic sites for water depth estimates from the historical depth soundings
(use different symbols)?
- what’s the pink triangle? Halley VIa?
We have re-formatted the figure and caption to address these points. Firstly, we now highlight the
areas with swath data coverage more clearly in red. The grey blobs were simply areas with no swath
coverage – not icebergs. The seismic and historical depth soundings are now separated. The
coastline/grounding line is from the 2013 Antarctic Digital Database, now noted in the caption.
Revised caption for Figure 3:
Figure 3. Data locations overlain on a MOA satellite image. Yellow lines indicate 2017
aerogeophysical flights collecting radar, gravity and magnetic data. Red shading indicates
swath bathymetry data coverage. Blue lines mark radar depth determinations from
BEDMAP2 (Fretwell et al., 2013). Orange lines mark location of ICEGRAV 2013 radar and
gravity data (Forsberg et al., 2017). Black dots mark seismic determinations of water column
thickness under the Brunt ice Shelf (Hodgson et al., 2018). White dots mark soundings from
historical ship tracks acquired when the ice front of the Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue was
less-advanced. White line marks the grounding line/ice shelf edge from the 2013 Antarctic
Digital Database. Pink triangle marks approximate location of Halley VIa station from 2012 to
2016.

Figure 4: missing or unclear features in annotation or caption - the depth scale isn’t particularly
straightforward to match to the shading on the panels, which appears more intense and has
hillshade effects. Try a classified colour scale, rather than ramped, perhaps? Or make it clearer at
what depth the colour bar saturates and/or at what depth the shelf break is, for reference. Also,
consider shifting the bluebrown shift to 0m, rather than the unintuitive brown = submarine as well as
terrestrial.
- add a label for 4d to the box in 4c
- note the black dots = seismic soundings
- remove the iceberg(?) polygon outlines, these don’t seem to be necessary here
- what are the green outlined features?

- label Fig 6 flowlines on the panel itself (rather than in caption)?
- flow arrows and grounding lines are both hypothesised. Suggest something like ‘Probable
orientations of fast grounded ice flow: : :’ and ‘Inferred former grounding line positions
based on existence of topographic highs: : :’
4d/5: use either decimal degrees or degrees & minutes (latitude labels) consistently on
all figures.
5: label Chasm 1, 2, Halloween Crack to better follow discussion.
6: suggest label/arrow ice flow direction.
We have remade the topographic parts of Figure 4 using a revised colour scale. This scale saturates
at +/-1000m and has a central green/blue transition at zero meters elevation. The box and profiles
are now ladled with the appropriate figure numbers. We now note the black dots are seismic
stations, and the thin black lines locate the edges of the swath bathymetric data coverage (not
icebergs). We have included the suggestions for describing the arrows and former grounding lines in
the figure captions, and now note that the green lines circles and lines indicate possible past and
present pinning points. Figures 3 and 4 now only use whole degrees.
Revised caption for Figure 4:
Figure 4. Revised topography beneath the Brunt Ice Shelf and Stancomb-Wills Glacier
Tongue. (a) Topography derived from direct observations including; swath bathymetry
offshore and in areas historically accessible to ships during past calving events, seismic depth
sounding of the ice shelf, and radar depth sounding over the grounded ice s heet. (b) Free air
gravity anomalies. Data inside black outline from new strapdown gravity data set (Becker et
al., 2018). Regional data from ICEGRAV 2013 survey (Forsberg et al., 2017) and previous
regional compilations (Jordan et al., 2017). Note gravity ‘high’ outlined in yellow attributed
to a large mafic intrusion based on gravity and magnetic signatures (Jordan and Becker,
2018). (c) Integrated bathymetric model including additional constraints from gravity data
beneath the ice shelf. Black and white contour is the predicted grounding line. Thin blue
contours show areas predicted to be grounded by ice 50, 100 or 200 m deeper than the
calculated bed. Black contours show 50, 100, 200m predicted cavity thickness. Probable
orientations of past grounded ice flow are indicated by white arrows. Inferred former
grounding lines based on mapped topographic highs are marked by numbered black dashed
lines (1-3). (d) Detail of Brunt ice shelf. Red lines mark the position of flow -lines plotted in Fig
6. Black dots show seismic stations and thin black lines mark edges of swath bathymetric
data coverage. The pink triangle marks the position of Halley VIa Research Station. Green
circles and lines indicate possible past and present pinning points. Abbreviations: LIR
(Lyddan Ice Rise), SWS (Southern Weddell Sea), MB (McDonald Bank), SWGT (StancombWills Glacier Tongue), BIS (Brunt Ice Shelf), BB (Brunt Basin), DLGT (Dawson-Lambton Glacier
Tongue).
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Reviewer 2
Scientific questions: Line 61: I assume this bank is hard-rock cored. Was the sediment thickness from
seismic surveys used in the gravity bathymetry model?
It is unclear from the sparse relatively old seismic data if this bank is hard-rock cored or not. No
sediment thicknesses from seismic data were used in the gravity inversion for bathymetry as this
information was not available. However, magnetic depth to source data, and a coupled significant
positive gravity anomaly in this region indicate a significant sub-surface dense body. The impact of
this body is removed, based on a relatively simple 3D gravity model, prior to carrying out the
bathymetric inversion. We note that the relatively large number of seismic tie points and offshore
swath bathymetric data constrain the bathymetric model in the Brunt region. Discrepancies in the
bathymetric results due to un-known sedimentary basins etc. should therefore be relatively limited.

Line 133 to 157: The gravity inversion technique presented here is novel, and while it makes
assumptions that will reduce the predicted accuracy of the inversion they are clearly-stated and wellunderstood. The resulting model appears to be fit-for-purpose in identifying potential former
pathways and obstacles for ice flow
Line 154: Not clear where 100 m figure comes from – can you offer a more detailed assessment of
uncertainty?
It is challenging to provide a full assessment of uncertainty, as step 4 of the inversion ensures the
bathymetric model matches any independent observations perfectly. The 100m error estimate
stems from how much the assumption of a floating ice shelf is breached, which we consider a
reasonable minimum estimate for the amount of error. Following the reviewers suggestion we
provide a more detailed discussion of the possible errors and suggest an error distribution with a
standard deviation of ~175 m represents a reasonable maximum error estimate.
Revised text L151-157
Uncertainties arising from unknown and un-modelled geology are hard to quantify, as step 4
of the inversion means the model always matches the direct bathymetric observations. One
estimate of the errors due to geological factors can be made by looking at the difference
between the initial gravity inversion (step 3) and the direct observati ons. This reveals a
symmetrical error distribution with ~0 mean, and a standard deviation of ~175 m, which we
attributed to un-accounted geological biases, and the long wavelength of the regional
gravity data. This therefore represents a worst case estimate of the expected error far from
control points. Step 4 will have in-part accounted for the impact of unknown geological
features, and hence reduced the overall error of the resulting inverted bathymetry. One
alternative check is to compare predictions of ice shelf flotation, based on freeboard and an
assumed ice shelf density, to the final inverted bathymetry (Fig. 4c). This reveals that the
inversion results generally predict the grounding line well. A key discrepancy is beneath the

SWGT at 75°S, where flotation is violated by 50-100 m. We therefore consider +/- 100 m a
reasonable minimum estimate of the error in the bathymetric inversion in this region.
Northeast of the 2017 survey area, the inversion suggests a broad area of ice shelf should
not be floating. We attribute this to a lack of high quality data coverage, and/or actual
observations of bathymetry.

Line 187: the conflict between gravity-predicted and altimetry-observed grounding lines in the region
described casts some doubt on the absolute depth values from the gravity inversion. While I agree
that the shape of the bed has probably been properly described from the gravity, it would be useful
to see on the map what areas were constrained by ship and what weren’t, and whether the magnetic
data identify the ridge structures as geological structures or whether these reflect surface
morphology only. Is there evidence from the acoustic mapping that the gravity features do have
bathymetric expression?
The extent of the swath bathymetry data is now better highlighted in Fig. 3, and is also shown in Fig.
4d. The onshore topography is also relatively well constrained by airborne radar measurements.
Comparison of bathymetry/topography from direct observations only (Fig. 4a) and the free air
gravity anomaly (Fig. 4b) highlights the fact that major structures such as the deep onshore basin,
and the deep trough beneath the BIS are both resolved by these independent data sets. In other
areas there are no direct measurements coincident with the high resolution gravity data to provide
further checks on our results.
We have added an image of the aeromagnetic data across the survey region to the supplementary
material. The first thing that we note from this data is that there is a clear high frequency signal
beneath the main survey area. This suggests the geological basement is close to the surface, and a
major thick sedimentary basin which could distort the results is not present. In addition, no clear 1:1
correlation between the inverted bathymetry and the underlying geologic (magnetic) fabric is seen.
This suggests the bathymetry dominates any underlying geological signal. However, the northern
part of topographic ridge 3 does appear to follow a relatively short wavelength negative magnetic
anomaly, indicating geological control of this structure. The more limited data coverage in this
region (Fig. 3) makes further detailed discussion of the underlying geological origin of this feature
problematic.
We have added the following additional paragraph after L157 to address this point:
In regions where both direct topographic/bathymetric observations and high resolution
gravity are available (Fig. 4a and b respectively) major topographic structures, including the
deep onshore basin and the trough beneath the BIS, are resolved by the gravity data. This
supports the use of gravity data to fill the intervening areas where no direct measurements
are available. Aeromagnetic data across the study area (SFig. XX) shows a clear high
frequency signal beneath the main survey area. This suggests the geological basement is
close to the surface, and a major thick sedimentary basin which could distort the results is
not present. In addition no clear 1:1 correlation between the inverted bathymetry and the
underlying geologic (magnetic) fabric is seen. This supports the view that the bathymetry
dominates any underlying geological signal. However, the northern part of topographic ridge
3 does appear to follow a relatively short wavelength negative magnetic anomaly, indicating
geological control of this structure. The more limited data coverage in this region (Fig. 3)

makes further detailed discussion of the underlying geological origin of this feature
problematic.

Line 241: What is the evidence for ice shelves occupying the Brunt Basin following grounding line
retreat? Is it just that they exist in the present or are you referring to geological records?
We have changed the sentence as follows:
Following grounding line retreat, floating ice likely occupied the Brunt Basin, as it does
today.

Line 194: the west face of the Bank looks steeper in the figure – is this a trick of shading?
We now also refer to Fig. 6 where the profile is presented.

Line 200: I would help to show ice velocity on one of the figures.
This data is now added to Figure 5.

All other minor comments addressed
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Abstract. The recent rapid growth of rifts in the Brunt Ice Shelf appears to signal the onset of its largest calving
event since records began in 1915. The aim of this study is to determine whether this calving event will lead to a
new steady state where the Brunt Ice Shelf remains in contact with the bed, or an unpinning from the bed, which
could pre-dispose it to accelerated flow or possible break-up. We use a range of geophysical data to reconstruct
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the seafloor bathymetry and ice shelf geometry, to examine past ice sheet configurations in the Brunt Basin, and
to define the present-day geometry of the contact between the Brunt Ice Shelf and the bed. Results show that
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during past ice advances grounded ice streams likely converged in the Brunt Basin from the south and east. As
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the ice retreated, it was likely pinned on at least three former grounding lines marked by topographic highs, and
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transverse ridges on the flanks of the basin. These may have subsequently formed pinning points for developing
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ice shelves. The ice shelf geometry and bathymetry measurements show that the base of the Brunt Ice Shelf now
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only makes contact with one of these topographic highs. This contact is limited to an area of less than 1.3 to 3
km2 and results in a compressive regime that helps to maintain the ice shelf. The maximum overlap between ice
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shelf draft and the bathymetric high is 2-25 m, and is contingent on the presence of incorporated iceberg keels,
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which protrude beneath the base of the ice shelf. The future of the ice shelf is dependent on whether the
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expected calving event causes full or partial loss of contact with the bed, and whether the subsequent response
causes re-grounding within a predictable period, or a loss of structural integrity resulting from properties
inherited at the grounding line.

1 Introduction
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Compilations of marine geophysical data have shown that the Coats Land ice shelves bordering the Weddell Sea
in East Antarctica have historically retreated towards the grounding line once detached from pinning points on
the seabed (Hodgson et al., 2018).
The Brunt Ice Shelf (BIS) is the only large ice shelf that remains intact in Coats Land south of 74° (Fig. 1). It is
formed by a series of unnamed glaciers that cross a steep grounding line at a feature known as the Brunt Icefalls

1

(75°55′S 25°0′W, Fig. 2a). This zone extends for about 80 kilometres and marks the transition between the
grounded and floating ice masses. Here the glaciers and the surrounding ice sheet calve into a 10-20 km wide
zone of icebergs (sometimes referred to as the ice mélange, Fig. 2a) which are eventually fused together by sea
ice and falling and drifting snow layers to form a structurally heterogeneous ice shelf (King et al., 2018).
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The BIS is bounded to the north by the Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue (SWGT, Fig 1a), and to the south by
the Dawson Lambton Glacier Tongue (DLGT, Fig 1a, 2b). Together they form a continuous floating ice mass of
approximately 33,000 km2 (De Rydt et al., 2018). Halley VIa Research Station is currently situated on the BIS at
75°34'S, 25°28'W, having been recently moved from the Halley VI site at 75°36′S, 26°12′W due to the
development of rifts in the ice shelf. This base is the latest in a series of six British research stations that have
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occupied the ice shelf since 1956 (Fig. 1b). A programme of glaciological monitoring supports the operational
activities and, as a result, the BIS is one of the most intensely observed ice shelves in Antarctica. Since the
1956-58 International Geophysical Year, glaciological experiments, aerial photographs, and more recently
satellite images, in situ radar surveys, and a network GPS stations, have all been used to monitor the behaviour
of the ice shelf (De Rydt et al., 2018). The changing positions of the ice front have also been mapped since the
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Shackleton-led Endurance expedition into the Weddell Sea in 1915 (Worsley, 1921).
The historical records show cyclical changes of both the SWGT and the DLGT over the last 100 years. These
have included an advance, then substantial calving of the SWGT sometime between 1915 and 1955 (Thomas,
1973) and the formation and loss of several >10 km-long ice tongues formed by the Dawson-Lambton Ice
Stream since 1958 (Admiralty Charts, British Antarctic Survey Archives). In both cases, these glacier tongues
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have been of insufficient extent or thickness to re-establish contact with the topographic highs mapped at the
distal ends of their glacial troughs (Hodgson et al., 2018). This failure to reconnect with the bed means that they
remain un-buttressed and have been described as ‘failed ice shelves’ (Hodgson et al., 2018) (Fig. 2b).
In contrast, the BIS has only experienced relatively small episodic calving events along its ice front since 1915
(Anderson et al., 2014). This relative stability has been the result of the base of the ice shelf maintaining contact
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with a topographic high on a ridge of glacial sediments (Seismic profile 5; Elverhøi and Maisey, 1983) known
as the McDonald Bank (75°28′S 26°18′W). This topographic high deflects the flow of the SWGT to the north
and BIS to the south. Back stresses from the contact between the base of the ice shelf and the bed buttress the
ice shelf and create a series of upstream concentric pressure waves with extensive crevassing and rifting known
as the McDonald Ice Rumples (MIR, Figs. and, 2c). These pressure waves rise up to c. 15 m above the
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surrounding ice shelf. Downstream of the MIR there is a channel of open water and sea ice and a series of 0.1-3
km wide ice headlands and creeks (Anderson et al., 2014). Some of these headlands show a moderate 2-4 m rise
at their seaward ends. This has been attributed to ‘upwarping by the buoyancy of submarine rams of ice’
extending seaward of the cliff front below the waterline (Swithinbank, 1957; page 14; Thomas, 1973; page 5).
Although in contact with the bed at the MIR, the BIS has experienced substantial changes in its velocity during
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the instrumental period including periods of fast flow between the late 1970s and 2000, and 2012 to present. In
the late 1970s, the acceleration in ice shelf velocities from 400 to > 700 m a-1 (Simmons and Rouse, 1984), was
immediately preceded by the formation of a rift upstream of the MIR in 1968 (Thomas, 1973). This event has
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Deleted: Halley VIa Research Station is currently situated on the
BIS at 75°36′S, 26°12′W, and is the latest in a series of six British
research stations that have occupied the ice shelf since 1956 (Fig.
1b).

been attributed either to a change in the stiffness of the ice mélange area resulting from differences in the
rheology between meteoric and marine ice (Khazendar et al., 2009), or to a partial loss of buttressing caused by
relatively small calving events at the ice shelf front. The latter hypothesis has been tested by an ice flow model
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which showed that short-term loss of mechanical contact with the bed, following the local calving event in 1971,
could explain both a near instantaneous twofold increase in ice velocities over a large section of the ice shelf,
and a subsequent decrease once contact was re-established (Gudmundsson et al., 2016).
Recent GPS measurements of ice velocity have revealed an ongoing and spatially heterogeneous acceleration in
the flow of the BIS since 2012 (Gudmundsson et al., 2016). The rapid propagation of a new rift immediately
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upstream of the MIR in October 2016 (Fig 1b) has led to further changes in the velocity of the ice shelf. Known
as the ‘Halloween Crack’ this feature now extends to the northeast, partly decoupling the BIS from the SWGT
(De Rydt et al., 2018). At the same time, an existing rift in the ice shelf, known as ‘Chasm 1’ has been widening
from a few cm/day at the tip to >20 cm/day elsewhere (Fig. 1b). It is now over a kilometre wide at the southern
edge of the ice shelf, and its tip is propagating north towards the MIR at varying rates of up to 4 km yr-1, with
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occasional episodes of rapid propagation controlled by the heterogeneous internal structure of the ice shelf (De
Rydt et al., 2018; King et al., 2018). When this reaches the MIR, or connects with the Halloween Crack it is
expected that an iceberg will form and float away to the west. This will be the largest calving event on the BIS
since the start of observations.
The first aim of this study was to describe past changes in ice sheet configurations in the Brunt Basin based on
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geomorphological interpretations of the bathymetry and subglacial topography. The second was to combine
these data with surveys of ice shelf geometry to examine the present-day contact between the BIS and the
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McDonald Bank, to evaluate a range of future ice shelf configurations following the calving event including :
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(1) a new steady state of the BIS where it remains in contact with McDonald Bank; (2) a loss of contact
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followed by accelerated ice shelf flow and re-grounding; (3) the formation of an unpinned, but structurally
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viable glacier tongue resulting from (temporary, or longer term) loss of contact with the McDonald Bank; or (4)
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a catastrophic breakup resulting from the removal of buttressing coupled with a loss of structural integrity.
These four different outcomes are initially dependent on the direction of propagation of Chasm 1; specifically,
whether it propagates to a point at or downstream of the MIR, thereby maintaining contact between the ice shelf
and the bed, or joins the Halloween Crack upstream of the MIR, potentially unpinning the BIS from the
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McDonald Bank.
Critical to differentiating between these outcomes is determining the nature and geometry of the contact
between seafloor and the base of the ice shelf. Here we use a range of geophysical data to build an
understanding of the regional seafloor bathymetry and subglacial topography, including under the floating ice of
the BIS and SWGT and their grounded ice sheet catchments. We combine this with measurements of current ice
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shelf geometry. This includes digital elevation models to define the area of the MIR and derive estimates of the
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ice shelf draft, focusing on ice shelf flow lines upstream of the MIR. These provide the basis for an analysis of
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the current interaction between the ice shelf and the bed, and of the future development of the ice shelf
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following the calving event.

3

2 Methods
2.1 Bathymetry and subglacial topography
In open water areas, the seabed bathymetry was derived from compilations of ship based multibeam and single
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beam bathymetric data (presented in Hodgson et al., 2018) combined with the International Bathymetric Chart
of the Southern Ocean (IBSCO; Arndt et al., 2013).
In inaccessible areas that are covered by the ice shelf, the seabed bathymetry was derived from bathymetric
measurements from historical ship tracks inland of the present ice front, which is currently at its most advanced
position since 1915 (Anderson et al., 2014). Further bathymetric control was provided by 38 seismic data points
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acquired from the surface of the ice shelf described in Hodgson et al. (2018). These were combined with new
estimates of bathymetry from gravity and magnetic data from aero geophysical surveys in 2017 (Fig. 3). Where
the ice sheet is grounded airborne radio echo depth sounding data from BEDMAP2 (Fretwell et al., 2013) and
the 2017 aero geophysical survey were used.
Inversion of gravity data reveals the sub-ice shelf bathymetry based on the large density contrast at the water-
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rock interface (Cochran and Bell, 2012). However, shallow geological factors such as sedimentary basins or
dense intrusions can give rise to gravity anomalies with the same amplitude and wavelength as the bathymetry,
making direct inversion challenging (Brisbourne et al., 2014). By integrating gravity and aeromagnetic data to
constrain the sub-surface geology, we provide the most reasonable estimate of the sub-ice shelf bathymetry in
otherwise un-surveyed areas. Gravity data is from an innovative “strapdown” type sensor provides a resolution
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of ~6 km and route mean squared error of ~1.8 mGal (Jordan and Becker, 2018). This was combined with
regional data from previous surveys and compilations (Aleshkova et al., 2000; Forsberg et al., 2017; Jordan et
al., 2017). Coincident aeromagnetic data was used to constrain the location and size of a large mafic intrusion
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(Jordan and Becker, 2018), which would otherwise have significantly distorted the inversion results.
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Estimation of the sub-ice shelf bathymetry from the gravity data used a four-step procedure (for details see
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Supplementary Note 1). First, to initiate the inversion we used interpolated grids of ice surface, sub-surface
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topography and bathymetry from direct observations (Figs. 3 and 4a). The gravity effect of these surfaces was
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calculated and subtracted from the compiled free-air gravity anomaly (Fig. 4b) to give an estimated Bouguer
anomaly. The second stage was to isolate the gravity signatures in the Bouguer anomaly due to bathymetry not
described by direct observation. A low pass (150 km) filter isolated signatures due to crustal thickness
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variations. A ~50 mGal anomaly north of the location of Halley VIa Research Station (Fig. 4b) is interpreted
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from magnetic and gravity data to be a large mafic intrusion 80 km long, 30 km wide and ~6km thick (Jordan
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and Becker, 2018). The gravity anomaly from this structure significantly distorts any bathymetric inversion. A
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3D gravity model of this body was therefore constructed. Both the long wavelength crustal anomaly and the
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gravity model of the mafic intrusion were subtracted from the Bouguer anomaly. This provides a residual
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gravity anomaly due only to un-modelled variations in sub-ice shelf bathymetry, and un-modelled upper crustal
geology. The third stage of the inversion process converts the residual gravity anomaly to variations in

4
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bathymetry using the Bouguer slab formula. Adding the calculated bathymetric variations back to the initial
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bathymetric grid gives a preliminary gravity derived estimate of bathymetry. The fourth and final stage of the
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inversion process forces the inverted bathymetry to match observational point data where it is available,
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providing the best possible bathymetric model (Fig. 3). The final bathymetric model (Fig. 4c) retains
uncertainties due to un-modelled geological structures; however, it reveals the broad structure of the sub-ice
shelf bathymetry and subglacial topography.
Uncertainties arising from unknown and un-modelled geology are hard to quantify, as step 4 of the inversion
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means the model always matches the direct bathymetric observations. One estimate of the errors due to
geological factors can be made by looking at the difference between the initial gravity inversion (step 3) and the
direct observations. This reveals a symmetrical error distribution with ~0 mean, and a standard deviation of
~175 m, which we attributed to un-accounted geological biases, and the long wavelength of the regional gravity
data. This therefore represents a worst-case estimate of the expected error far from control points. Step 4 will
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have in part accounted for the impact of unknown geological features, and hence reduced the overall error of the
resulting inverted bathymetry. One alternative check is to compare predictions of ice shelf flotation, based on
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freeboard and an assumed ice shelf density, to the final inverted bathymetry (Fig. 4c). This reveals that the
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inversion results generally predict the grounding line well. A key discrepancy is beneath the SWGT at 75°S,
where flotation is violated by 50-100 m. We therefore consider +/-100 m a reasonable minimum estimate of the
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error in the bathymetric inversion in this region. Northeast of the 2017 survey area, the inversion suggests a
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broad area of ice shelf should not be floating. We attribute this to a lack of high quality data coverage, and/or
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actual observations of bathymetry.
In regions where both direct topographic/bathymetric observations and high resolution gravity are available
(Fig. 4a and b respectively) major topographic structures, including the deep onshore basin and the trough
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beneath the BIS, are resolved by the gravity data. This supports the use of gravity data to fill the intervening
areas where no direct measurements are available. Aeromagnetic data across the study area (Supplementary
Note 2) shows a clear high frequency signal beneath the main survey area. This suggests the geological
basement is close to the surface, and a major thick sedimentary basin which could distort the results is not
present. In addition, no clear 1:1 correlation between the inverted bathymetry and the underlying geologic
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(magnetic) fabric is seen. This supports the view that the bathymetry dominates any underlying geological
signal. However, the northern part of topographic ridge 3 does appear to follow a relatively short wavelength
negative magnetic anomaly, indicating geological control of this structure. The more limited data coverage in
this region (Fig. 3) makes further detailed discussion of the underlying geological origin of this feature
problematic.
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2.2 Ice shelf geometry
The surface topography of the ice shelf was measured using a high resolution surface digital elevation model
(DEM) derived from Worldview stereo imagery (De Rydt et al., 2018). A total of 7 individual Worldview tiles
with a horizontal resolution of 3 m and varying timestamps (20/10/2012 to 30/03/2014) were collated using: (1)
a surface velocity field from June 2015 [De Rydt et al., 2018] to shift individual tiles to a common datum; (2)

5

ground control points to fix the floating vertical coordinate; and (3) tidal corrections to correct vertical offsets.
The data was subsampled onto a 30 m x 30 m grid and cross-calibrated with airborne LIDAR data from the
2017 airborne campaign (flight lines in Fig. 3) to obtain surface elevations above sea level. Although airborne
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radar measurements of ice shelf draft were available, it was difficult to accurately determine ice shelf draft with
these methods. Instead, the ice shelf draft along selected flow lines was calculated based on assumptions of a
floating ice column and the density profile of the ice, to translate the freeboard into ice thickness. A common
mid-point survey (CMP) of the top 30 m constrained the mean density in the firn pack to 750 kg/m3, and
nominal ice densities of 920 kg/m3 were assumed below 50 m. These density estimates were applied uniformly
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across the ice shelf without local corrections for incorporated icebergs.
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3 Results
3.1 Bathymetry and subglacial topography
The subglacial topography and bathymetry shows that the grounded ice occupies a complex bedrock terrain
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(Fig. 4c). There is a 1900 m deep trough beneath the Stancomb-Wills Glacier with subglacial catchments to the
north, northeast and south, each fed by multiple tributary valleys. In contrast, the terrain beneath the glaciers that
discharge into the BIS consists of a series of small northwest oriented troughs that are on a bedrock surface
which generally lies <200m below sea level.
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A steep coastal slope marks the transition between grounded and floating ice masses (the black and white
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contour in Fig. 4c is the predicted grounding line). Downstream of this grounding line, the trough originating
under the BIS is oriented south to north, whilst the trough originating beneath the SWGT is oriented east to west
(orientations indicated by white arrows, Fig 4c). Both troughs reach depths of 600-1200 m and merge into the
Brunt Basin forming a single north northwest oriented 400-800 m deep basin that extends >120 km into the
southern Weddell Sea at 74°S. The Dawson Lambton Ice Stream occupies a small glacial trough, which extends
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to the west under the DLGT (Fig. 4c).
A number of topographic highs occur in the Brunt Basin. Two of these are high enough to make contact with
floating ice at the base of the SWGT around the Lyddan Ice Rise, and at the base of the BIS forming the
McDonald Ice Rumples (Fig. 1). Other topographic highs are present in the NNW oriented part of the Brunt
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Basin under the SWGT, including a series of at least three transverse ridges on the flanks of the trough (marked
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as inferred grounding lines 1-3 in Fig. 4c). Our gravity-derived topography predicts these ridges are in contact
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with the base of the SWGT, which is not indicated by ice velocity or satellite imagery. Instead, we suggest that
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these ridges fall just short of the base of the ice. Two similar transverse ridges at the present day grounding line
in the East-West oriented part of the trough beneath the SWGT (marked as inferred grounding line 4 in Fig. 4c).
We interpret these topographic highs as likely contact points, perhaps both for grounded ice retreating from its
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maximum extent (grounding line positions) and stabilisation points for subsequently floating ice (pinning
points).
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The McDonald Bank is well resolved, particularly off shore by the swath bathymetry and single beam surveys
(Fig. 4d). The east face of the McDonald Bank rises steeply from the Brunt Basin (Figs. 4d and 6). The upper
surface of the bank is relatively flat but has a number of smaller scale topographic highs, reaching a minimum
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Topographic highs in the Brunt Basin make contact with the base of
the SWGT at the Lyddan Ice Rise, and the base of the BIS at the
McDonald Bank.

depth of c. 212 m below sea level. Some of these appear to be crescent-shaped (indicated in green, Fig. 4d).
3.2 Ice shelf geometry
The satellite images (Fig. 1) and DEM (Fig. 5) show the heterogeneous nature of the ice shelf. The main
distinction is between those parts of the ice shelf supplied by higher velocity glaciers and ice streams, and those
supplied by the low velocity ice of the inland ice sheet. The former supply the ice shelf with closely packed
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bands of incorporated icebergs, and the latter with icebergs that are more widely spaced. These icebergs are
typically oriented 90° to the direction of ice flow (Fig. 1b, 5) (King et al., 2018).
The draft of the BIS was plotted along three flow lines (northern, central and southern) upstream of the MIR
(Fig. 6). The three flow lines follow the southern edge of a moderately closely packed band of incorporated
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icebergs within the ice shelf (Fig. 5). All three lines show an increase in ice shelf draft from 35 to 22 km
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upstream of the McDonald Bank. From 22 to 0 km the draft remains relatively constant. The base of the ice
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shelf is highly irregular, as a result of the keels of icebergs incorporated into the ice (King et al., 2018; Thomas,
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1973).
The highest point of the McDonald Bank was 212 m below sea level, measured on the southern flow line (Fig.
6). The precise ice shelf thickness at the McDonald Bank is difficult to resolve from the radar data as there was
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no clear expression of the bed due to interference from the complex topography of the MIR. However, the
maximum draft of the iceberg keels along the three flow lines was 214 m (Northern), 214 m (Central) and 237 m
(Southern) below sea level, so the maximum potential overlap between the depth of the incorporated ice shelf
keels and the depth of bed along all flow lines ranged from 2 to 25 m.
The DEM analysis of the MIR shows that the area of deformation caused by contact between the base of the ice
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shelf and the McDonald Bank is limited to an area of less than 1.3 to 3 km2 (Fig. 5). Strain rates upstream of the
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MIR (Figure 8 in De Rydt et al., 2018) show the compressive regime in the ice shelf resulting from grounding in
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2015.

4 Discussion
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4.1 Past ice sheet configurations
The bathymetry and subglacial topography provide sufficient evidence to propose a range of past ice
configurations in the study area. The substantially over-deepened south-to-north oriented trough under the BIS,
and east-to west oriented trough under the SWGT are the likely product of grounded ice streams which
converged in the Brunt Basin (white arrows, Fig. 4c) and presumably discharged westwards towards the
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Filchner Trough at glacial maxima. At these times, glacial depositional processes operating between the ice
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streams occupying Filchner Trough and the Brunt Basin likely formed the layered glacial sediments of the
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McDonald bank interpreted from seismic surveys (Elverhøi and Maisey, 1983). Although seismic lines at
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different orientations are required to fully characterise the internal architecture and processes forming this
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deposit, the line drawings based on sparker data presented by Elverhøi and Maisey (1983, Profile 5, page 486)
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suggest the layered glacial sediments dip westwards into the Weddell Sea. At least two of these layers (Units 1
and 2) were interpreted as being of ‘glacial origin’, although whether they are ‘glaciomarine sediments, till
and/or glacially compacted glaciomarine sediments, cannot be determined’. These layers have subsequently
been truncated along the steep eastern slopes of the McDonald Bank, presumably by erosive ice advances along
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the south-to-north oriented trough under the BIS. The relatively flat top of the McDonald Bank may be the
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product of glacial planation processes by ice shelves during, and either side of peak glacial conditions.

Moved up [1]: However, seismic lines at different orientations are
required to fully characterise the internal architecture and processes
forming this deposit.

During the development of interglacial conditions, it is reasonable to assume that the ice stream occupying the
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south-to-north oriented trough under the BIS was starved of ice. We attribute this to the relatively small
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northwest oriented glaciers in its catchment being largely <200m below sea level and therefore susceptible to
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progressive isolation from the deep troughs of the inland ice sheet. Instead, we suggest that most of the regional
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ice flow progressively followed the deep trough under the Stancomb-Wills Glacier, channelling ice from several
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north-, northeast- and south-oriented subglacial catchments, before discharging it west into the Brunt Basin and
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then north-northwest towards the southern Weddell Sea.
The topographic highs and ridges at, and just south of the 74°S parallel, and at the 75°S parallel (labelled 1-3 in
Fig. 4c) mark at least three potential former potential grounding line positions. These are similar to transverse
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ridges and other topographic highs at the present day grounding line (labelled 4 in Fig. 4c). These inferred
grounding lines are separated by deep trough basins, so it is reasonable to assume that during deglaciations the
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ice sheet stepped back through a series of grounding lines at these topographic highs.
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Following grounding line retreat, floating ice likely occupied the Brunt Basin, as it does today. In this
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configuration, the various topographic highs associated with the highest parts of the transverse ridges and
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former grounding lines, and the McDonald Bank would have formed potential pinning points for advancing ice
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shelves and glacier tongues. Most of these features fall just short of the base of the ice. Although the McDonald
Bank has a relatively flat top, contact between the ice and the bed can be inferred from evidence of smaller-scale
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surface topography, including the poorly resolved crescent-shaped features (Fig. 4d). The latter may be ice-push
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moraine complexes formed where dense aggregations of deep keels from icebergs incorporated into the ice shelf
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from upstream glacial troughs have grounded on the bank.
As the BIS continued to thin, the topographic highs on the McDonald Bank would have provided the last
potential pinning points and frontal buttressing of advancing ice. In its present configuration, only one of these
is high enough (c. 212 m below sea level) to maintain contact with the base of the BIS at the MIR. In contrast,
the SWGT is not thick, or extensive, enough to ground on the McDonald Bank but may benefit from lateral
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buttressing from the Lyddan Ice Rise to the northeast, and from the McDonald Bank during periods when it is
coupled with the BIS (it is presently decoupled by the Halloween Crack (De Rydt et al., 2018)). The DLGT is
also not thick enough to ground on the grounding zone wedge at the seaward end of the Dawson Lambton

8
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trough, although its internal architecture suggests grounding in the past and the presence of a frontally buttressed
ice shelf (Hodgson et al., 2018).
4.2 Contact between the Brunt Ice Shelf and the bed
Satellite images and aerial photographs show that the MIR have changed in their extent and morphology at
different times in the recent past. This can be interpreted as an indicator of periodic thinning and at least partial
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loss of contact with the bed resulting from changes in ice shelf draft and minor calving events (cf. Bindschadler,
2002). The BIS has significant local thickness variations. This means that along any flowline the ice shelf draft
varies considerably. This is due to a combination of the presence of incorporated iceberg keels, initial ice
thickness close to the grounding line, changes in mass balance from accumulation of snow on the surface, basal
accretion of marine ice, compression along the flow line from the McDonald Bank, ice velocity and local flow-
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divergence. Below, we consider how these influence the draft of ice shelf approaching the MIR.
Changes in mass balance from snow accumulation, and accretion of marine ice can be estimated from
meteorological records and published over-snow radar surveys of the internal structure of the ice shelf (King et
al., 2018). Meteorological records show a mean snow accumulation rate (Halley Station data from 1972-2017)
of 90 cm/yr (range 48-149 cm). King et al. (2018) have shown that the addition of this snow and firn
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accumulation drives the incorporated meteoric icebergs below sea level and explains the increase in the ice shelf
draft away from the grounding line (Fig. 6). From this point (22 km upstream of the MIR) there is no further
downstream increase in ice shelf thickness that can be attributed to firn accumulation or the accretion of marine
ice or other processes such as compression (Fig. 6). This may be due to lateral spreading under gravity, temporal
changes in the stress regime as the ice shelf goes through phases of well buttressed and lightly buttressed
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conditions, or basal melting. The latter is likely to be of limited magnitude (< 0.5 m/yr) based on measurements
of seawater temperatures under the Riiser-Larsen Ice Shelf immediately to the north of the Lyddan Ice Rise
(Gjessing and Wold, 1979). However, the sub-ice shelf bathymetry presents no substantial barriers to the future
penetration of warm circumpolar deep water that has been predicted, by one model, in the second half of the
21st Century (Hellmer et al., 2012).
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The ice shelf flow line analysis shows no evidence of upstream thickening of the ice shelf resulting from
buttressing (Fig. 6), although the modelling suggests that the compressive regime is felt at least 70 km upstream
of the MIR (De Rydt et al., 2018). Analysis of the strain rate patterns using ice velocities, shows that outside of
the local area of compression, most of the ice shelf is moving in similar directions at similar velocities with
thinning rates of less than 1m/yr as a result of flow divergence (Figure 8 in De Rydt et al., 2018). However, this
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thinning signal is largely offset by surface accumulation. Thus, from at least 22 km upstream of the MIR there
are no overall trends in thickness resulting from natural ice-shelf evolution down the flow line (Fig. 6).
The flow line analysis also shows that the base of the ice shelf is highly heterogeneous as a result of the
incorporated iceberg keels. Maximum keel depths along our flow lines ranged from -214 m (Northern and
Central) to -237 m (Southern). This supports ice-penetrating radar analysis of the internal architecture elsewhere
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on the ice shelf that shows keels ranging between 175-250 m depth interspersed with thinner sections of ice
shelf formed by accumulated sea ice and sea-water-saturated firn, snow fall and drift (Fig. 4 in King et al.,
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2018). At least some of the cracks and chasms downstream of the MIR may be the expression of the differential
strain experienced during the grounding, then release of the incorporated icebergs, versus the intervening brine
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and firn sections of ice shelf (this is most apparent downstream of the MIR on the northern side (See Fig. 2 in
King et al., 2018)).
Collectively the ice shelf geometry analyses suggest that the distribution and depth of the incorporated iceberg
keels is key to determining the future grounding potential of the ice shelf it flows towards, and around the MIR.
Their distribution can be inferred from the surface topography and ICESat data (Fig. 5), as well as Sentinel-1
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satellite radar images (King et al., 2018). This shows areas on flow lines upstream of the MIR where the
icebergs are more widely spaced or have shallower keels that could fail to make contact with the McDonald
Bank (Fig. 6).
4.3 Future evolution of the Brunt Ice Shelf
The future integrity of the BIS is dependent not only on the physical properties of the ice, which are poorly
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understood, but also on whether it remains grounded on the McDonald Bank. In the immediate future, this will
be determined by the direction of propagation of the tip of Chasm 1, the dynamics and geometry of the expected
calving event and the subsequent response of the remaining ice shelf. We consider four scenarios below:
1. Chasm 1 propagates to, or downstream of, the MIR and the BIS remains pinned to the McDonald Bank
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deep enough to maintain contact with the bed. This situation has persisted since the establishment of Halley
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Research Station on the ice shelf in 1956, and has included the short-term loss and reestablishment of
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mechanical contact with the bed, following a small local calving event in 1971, However, the DEM surface
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topography (and ICESat data) shows large variations in the distribution of the incorporated icebergs (Fig. 5),
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and the ice shelf draft upstream of the MIR (Fig. 6) which can be used to determine if grounding will be
maintained in future. For example, there are currently portions of the ice shelf, due to pass over MIR 4-12 years
from 2017 that may have insufficient draft to ground, with no keels extending below -200 m. At this time the ice
shelf might be more prone to reduced, or loss of, contact (Fig. 6b).
2. Chasm 1 propagates to, or upstream of, the MIR, the BIS temporarily loses contact with the bed, but then
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following the calving event. In this scenario, a new steady state will persist as long as the ice draft and keels are

rapidly increases in velocity and re stabilises. If Chasm 1 joins the Halloween Crack at or upstream of the
McDonald Bank then contact with the bed will be reduced, or lost following the calving event. In this scenario
an immediate increase in the velocity in the ice shelf might be anticipated as a result of the removal of
buttressing (Gudmundsson et al., 2016). This ‘surge’ could result in a re-grounding on the McDonald Bank and
re-stabilisation of the ice shelf.

450
3. Chasm 1 propagates upstream of the MIR, the BIS loses contact with the bed, and this ungrounded state
persists for sufficient period that the ice shelf essentially becomes a unpinned glacier tongue, which may or may
not extend beyond the McDonald Bank, but does not reground. The analogue for this scenario is the SWGT,
which has maintained a degree of structural integrity in the absence of frontal buttressing (Fig. 1a), but
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experiences large calving events at the ice front. The SWGT extends more than 200 km from the grounding line,
if BIS were to follow this scenario it could advance forward, and potentially reground on topographic highs
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elsewhere on the McDonald Bank (including at the location of the MIR), but the timescale for a re-grounding
remains highly uncertain.
Under scenarios 1-3 the presence of the large iceberg calved from the BIS, poses an additional threat to the
integrity of the remaining parts of the ice shelf through iceberg collision. This hypothesis was considered by
Anderson et al. (2014) with respect to a calving event on the SWGT.
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4. Catastrophic breakup resulting from the removal of buttressing coupled with a loss of structural integrity.
In this scenario, Chasm 1 propagates upstream of the MIR, the BIS loses contact with the bed, and the
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subsequent increase in velocity is not extensive enough for the ice shelf to reconnect with the bed, but is
sufficient to increase strain rates to a level where further fractures across the ice shelf are likely. This more
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widespread collapse would likely be influenced by the internal structural properties inherited at the grounding
line (King et al., 2018). Observations show that these have resulted in occasional episodes of fast crack
propagation (De Rydt et al., 2018), and inverse and forward modelling results suggest vulnerability to
destabilisation by relatively rapid changes in the ice mélange properties, resulting from the interaction of its
marine ice component with ocean water, or by the further propagation of a frontal rift (Khazendar et al., 2009).
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The local analogues for a more widespread collapse scenario are the DLGT, which is a glacier tongue that is
subject to frequent calving events (Fig. 2c), and the ice margin south of the BIS that calves directly into the
Weddell Sea (Fig. 2d).

Although the outcome of the calving of the ice shelf is not yet known, these four potential scenarios all show the
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importance of understanding the geometry the ice shelf and the bed. Which of the four scenarios will transpire
depends, at least in part, on whether the ice shelf is able to remain in contact with one of the topographic highs
on the McDonald Bank. Whilst the depth of the topographic highs is fixed, the contact between the ice shelf and
the bed depends on a number of variables. These include the short-term development of the ice shelf flow
regime following calving, and its impact on ice shelf draft (e.g. lateral spreading) and structural integrity (e.g.

485

development of further rifts resulting from changes in the strain rate). They also include the long-term
influences of processes at the grounding line, such as the thickness and velocity of ice flowing across the Brunt
Icefalls, which determine the spacing and depth of the iceberg keels.
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5 Conclusions
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The ice dynamics of the BIS and SWGT glacier catchments have evolved from widespread occupation by
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grounded ice streams (during glacial periods), to a retreat of grounded ice through several inferred grounding
line positions (during deglaciation), followed by the development of floating ice forming both buttressed ice
shelves (BIS) and glacier tongues (SWGT, DLGT). In the former case, buttressing has occurred where the ice
has been thick enough to maintain contact with topographic highs in the seabed.
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The BIS has maintained its overall structural integrity since it was first observed in 1915, despite experiencing
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several periods of fast flow (Simmons and Rouse, 1984), fracturing, and episodic calving events along its ice
front (Anderson et al., 2014). This relative stability can be attributed to its (at least intermittent) grounding on
the McDonald Bank.
Although situated in a region of Antarctica, that is not experiencing rapid increases in atmospheric temperatures,
or known intrusions of warm circumpolar deep water the BIS has nonetheless entered a period of rapid change
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(De Rydt et al., 2018), marked by the rapid propagation of rifts that will likely result in the largest calving event
since observations began.
Being composed of icebergs fused together by sea ice and accumulated snow, its internal structure differs from
most other Antarctic ice shelves, and hence its dynamics are more difficult to predict. Specifically, it is not yet
known if the ice shelf will lose contact with the bed and how it will respond after the calving event. Based on

510

the history of different ice sheet configurations and the geometry of the ice shelf and the seabed, we have
outlined four scenarios that might occur following the expected calving event, which will occur as Chasm-1
progresses north. These scenarios range from a re-stabilisation of the BIS to a more widespread collapse.
Priorities for future work on the BIS include: (1) Continuing to assess changes in the flow velocity and
compressive regime in the ice shelf resulting from ungrounding at the MIR. (2) Using radar data to examine

515

changes in ice shelf draft resulting from compression and changes in mass balance (firn and snow accumulation
and marine ice accretion); specifically, modelling the balance between accumulation and lateral spreading under
different grounding scenarios. (3) Calibration and refinement of the geometry data by direct measurements of
seafloor bathymetry in new areas exposed by iceberg calving, and measurements of ice shelf thickness and
depth to the bed where the BIS meets the McDonald Bank (with access through sea ice in the Halloween Crack
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and Chasm 1). (4) Further measurements to assess the different material properties of incorporated-icebergs
versus the intervening areas of sea ice and accumulated snow (temperature, viscosity, fracture toughness etc.)
(5) An assessment of the future evolution of the ice thickness and draft from transient model runs with
assumptions about the present and future calving events.
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Figures

Figure 1. (a) Composite of visible band Landsat-8 satellite images showing the Brunt Ice Shelf and
Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue. (b) Detail of the Brunt Ice Shelf showing the Halloween Crack and
Chasm 1. Landsat-8 images from the 5th, 9th, and 12th of February 2018 courtesy of the U.S. Geological
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Survey.
Figure 2. Images of key ice shelf features. (a) The grounding line of the Brunt Ice Shelf showing the 10-20
km wide zone of icebergs which eventually ‘fuse’ together with sea ice and falling and drifting snow
layers to form a structurally heterogeneous ice shelf. (b) The Dawson Lambton Glacier Tongue, which
fails to reconnect with the bed. (c) The McDonald Ice Rumples showing where the ice shelf is deflected
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around a topographic high on the McDonald Bank, oblique aerial photograph facing NNW in 2017. (d)
Part of the Coats Land Ice margin south of the Brunt Ice Shelf, which calves directly into the Weddell
Sea.
Figure 3. Data locations overlain on a MOA satellite image. Yellow lines indicate 2017 aerogeophysical
flights collecting radar, gravity and magnetic data. Red shading indicates swath bathymetry data
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outlined in yellow attributed to a large mafic intrusion based on gravity and magnetic signatures (Jordan

Deleted: Figure 4. Revised topography beneath the Brunt Ice
Shelf and Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue. (a) Topography
derived from direct observations including; swath bathymetry
offshore and in areas historically accessible to ships during past
calving events, seismic depth sounding of the ice shelf, and radar
depth sounding over the grounded ice sheet. (b) Free air gravity
anomalies. Data inside black outline from new strapdown gravity
data set. Regional data from ICEGRAV 2013 survey (Forsberg et
al., 2017) and previous regional compilations (Jordan et al.,
2017). Note gravity ‘high’ outlined in yellow attributed to a large
mafic intrusion based on gravity and magnetic signatures
(Jordan and Becker, 2018). (c) Integrated bathymetric model
including additional constraints from gravity data beneath the
ice shelf. Black and white contour is the predicted grounding line.
Thin blue contours show areas predicted to be grounded by ice
50, 100 or 200 m deeper than that at the present grounding line.
Orientations of past grounded ice flow are indicated by white
arrows. Inferred former grounding lines are marked by
numbered black dashed lines (1-3). Red box locates panel (d). (d)
Detail of Brunt ice shelf. Red lines mark the position of flow-lines
plotted in Fig 6. Black dots show seismic stations used to
constrain the sub-ice shelf bathymetry in this area. The pink
triangle marks the position of Halley VIa Research Station.
Abbreviations: LIR (Lyddan Ice Rise), SWS (Southern Weddell
Sea), MB (McDonald Bank), SWGT (Stancomb-Wills Glacier
Tongue), BIS (Brunt Ice Shelf), BB (Brunt Basin), DLGT
(Dawson-Lambton Glacier Tongue).

and Becker, 2018). (c) Integrated bathymetric model including additional constraints from gravity data
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coverage. Blue lines mark radar depth determinations from BEDMAP2 (Fretwell et al., 2013). Orange
lines mark location of ICEGRAV 2013 radar and gravity data (Forsberg et al., 2017). Black dots mark
seismic determinations of water column thickness under the Brunt ice Shelf (Hodgson et al., 2018). White
dots mark soundings from historical ship tracks acquired when the ice front of the Stancomb-Wills
Glacier Tongue was less-advanced. White line marks the grounding line/ice shelf edge from the 2013
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Antarctic Digital Database. Pink triangle marks approximate location of Halley VIa Station from 2012 to
2016.
Figure 4. Revised topography beneath the Brunt Ice Shelf and Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue. (a)
Topography derived from direct observations including; swath bathymetry offshore and in areas
historically accessible to ships during past calving events, seismic depth sounding of the ice shelf, and
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radar depth sounding over the grounded ice sheet. (b) Free air gravity anomalies. Data inside black
outline from new strapdown gravity data set (Becker et al., 2018). Regional data from ICEGRAV 2013
survey (Forsberg et al., 2017) and previous regional compilations (Jordan et al., 2017). Note gravity ‘high’
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beneath the ice shelf. Black and white contour is the predicted grounding line. Thin blue contours show
areas predicted to be grounded by ice 50, 100 or 200 m deeper than the calculated bed. Black contours
show 50, 100, 200m predicted cavity thickness. Probable orientations of past grounded ice flow are
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Deleted: Figure 3. Data locations. (a) New flight lines (yellow)
flown in Jan 2017 over a MOA satellite image. Pale blue shading
offshore marks coverage of swath bathymetry data. Onshore blue
lines mark radar depth determinations from BEDMAP2
(Fretwell et al., 2013). Orange lines mark location of ICEGRAV
2013 radar and gravity data (Forsberg et al., 2017). Black dots
mark seismic determinations of water column thickness under
the Brunt ice Shelf (Hodgson et al., 2018), and soundings from
historical ship tracks acquired when the ice front of the
Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue was less-advanced.
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indicated by white arrows. Inferred former grounding lines based on mapped topographic highs are
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marked by numbered black dashed lines (1-3) together with the current grounding line (4). (d) Detail of
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the topography beneath the Brunt ice shelf. Red lines mark the position of flow-lines plotted in Fig 6.
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Black dots show seismic stations and thin black lines mark edges of swath bathymetric data coverage.
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Green circles and crescent-shaped lines indicate possible past and present pinning points. Abbreviations:
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LIR (Lyddan Ice Rise), SWS (Southern Weddell Sea), MB (McDonald Bank), SWGT (Stancomb-Wills
Glacier Tongue), BIS (Brunt Ice Shelf), BB (Brunt Basin), DLGT (Dawson-Lambton Glacier Tongue).
Figure 5. High resolution surface digital elevation model (DEM) from Worldview surface height above
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the geoid (subsampled at 250m x 250m) for December 2016. This is cross-calibrated with airborne
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LIDAR data from the 2017 airborne campaign referenced to WGS84, then corrected to the same
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reference grid as the DEM by applying the BEDMAP2 geoid correction to obtain surface elevations above
sea level. The effective timestamp of the surface DEM is 15 January 2017. Survey flight lines are marked
by thin black lines. The velocity field is represented by blue arrows, based on data from June 2015.
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Purple lines mark the position of the flow-lines plotted in Fig 6. White line marks the grounding line/ice
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shelf edge from the 2013 Antarctic Digital Database. Background image is a Landsat 8 image from 28
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January 2017.
Figure 6. Cross section of the McDonald Bank and the Brunt Ice Shelf showing ice shelf draft and
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bathymetry along three flow lines upstream of the MIR (the position of these flow lines is marked on Fig.
4d). The flow lines are plotted both as a function of (a) distance and (b) time from the McDonald Bank
calculated from feature tracking between Sentinel-1 Satellite images on 18 and 30 June 2015 (De Rydt et
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al., 2018). The horizontal line approximates the highest known point of the McDonald Bank. Where the
ice shelf draft falls below the horizontal line we infer contact between that the ice shelf and the bed, where
it falls above the line the ice shelf will potentially become detached. This figure shows the significance of
the iceberg keels in maintaining contact with the McDonald Bank. Note: the rapid increase in ice shelf
draft in the ‘central’ flow line approaching 0 km is considered a data anomaly, which may have resulted
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from the complex surface topography at the McDonald Ice Rumples.
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